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Folk Music: A Bob Dylan Biography in Seven Songs
Greil Marcus

Acclaimed cultural critic Greil Marcus tells the story of Bob Dylan through the lens of seven penetrating songs.

"Marcus delivers yet another essential work of music journalism."—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

"Further elevates Marcus to what he has always been: a supreme artist-critic."—Hilton Als

Catching the Light
Joy Harjo

United States Poet Laureate and winner of the 2022 Academy of American Poets Leadership Award Joy Harjo examines the power of words and how poetry summons us toward justice and healing.

"Her enduring message—that writing can be redemptive—resonates: 'To write is to make a mark in the world, to assert..."

Black Dignity: The Struggle against Domination
Vincent W. Lloyd

Why Black dignity is the paradigm of all dignity and Black philosophy is the starting point of all philosophy

This radical work by one of the leading young scholars of Black thought delineates a new concept of Black dignity, yet one with a long history in Black writing and action. Previously in the W...

Barefoot Doctor: A Novel
Can Xue, Karen Gernant, Zeqing Chen

A profound, poignant story of a village healer and her community, from one of the world’s great contemporary novelists

"A complex and illuminating portrait of a group of healers in China...[that] offers profound insights about what it means to pursue and live a fulfilling life."—Publishers Week...

How I Became a Tree
Sumana Roy

An exquisite, lovingly crafted meditation on plants, trees, and our place in the natural world, in the tradition of Robin Wall Kimmerer’s Braiding Sweetgrass and Annie Dillard’s Pilgrim at Tinker Creek

"Sumana Roy has written—grown—a radiant and wondrous book."—Robert Macfarlane, author of The Old Wa...